.conf21 Las Vegas COVID-19 Rider

Safety
Your safety and the safety of all attendees is of the utmost importance to Splunk. By registering for .conf21, you agree to any and all COVID-19 safety procedures that Splunk employs at the conference. Upon check-in at the event in Las Vegas, you will be asked to re-confirm that you will abide by those policies as a pre-condition to receiving your .conf21 badge. Those protocols could, by way of example, require that attendees:

- Socially distance in session rooms and meal areas
- Wear appropriate face coverings
- Submit to temperature checks, both passive and active
- Follow directed walking traffic
- Recognize and respect your fellow attendees’ proximity comfort
- Leave the event space if you exhibit any COVID-19 symptoms
- Submit to or provide evidence of recent COVID-19 testing

Splunk’s safety considerations may be more rigorous than Clark County’s at the time of the event and you agree that you will abide by the event guidelines.

Cancellations
Splunk allows for transfer of your .conf21 passes to another unregistered individual within your company if you are unable to attend. Should the United States and Nevada face another pandemic wave that greatly restricts travel and/or large scale gatherings, Splunk will offer refund or credit options to those who have already paid for their passes in full via credit card, PO, or wire transfer.

International Travel
As is the case every year, we extend invitations to our non-U.S. customers, partners, and Splunkers. However, the restrictions and guidelines regarding international travel are regularly changing, so please be aware of your resident nation’s re-entry restrictions as well as the United States’ visa, vaccination, or negative COVID-19 test requirements for initial entry. Splunk is not responsible for any quarantine lodging, testing fees, vaccination fees, or other considerations that may be necessary for you to join us on site in Las Vegas.